
Simple email safety rules 

You can protect yourself and your security to a very large extent by following some simple rules when 
using email. Why is ordinary unencrypted email at risk? 

You need to understand a bit about the Internet. Every single communication passed through email 
is kept on a “server”. And the servers are kept in “server farms”. A real part of our national (and indeed 
global) energy budget is spent keeping these server farms operating. The very nature of the Internet 
means that you have no idea where your email message goes once you have pressed the <SEND> key. It 
will certainly pass immediately to a server, which could be located anywhere in the World. Your email 
contains routing information, so the server knows where you ultimately want it to be received. But it may 
well pass through several servers before the recipient is notified. And the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 
that provide the email services, like Google; BT; Talktalk, etc keep backup copies of servers, and backups of 
backups, etc. So your one email may very well be found as a copy in a myriad of servers! And the operators 
of server farms may be susceptible to bribery and could have their arms twisted to download and sell 
copies of email data. 

Key rules 

Password: To “log in” to your email you need a password. Make sure that your password is a difficult one 
that an electronic eavesdropper will not easily guess. 

DO NOT use a short password – use a minimum of 8 characters 
DO NOT use an easily guessed word. Especially do not use a run of characters such as QWERTYUIOP 
or 12345678. NEVER use “PASSWORD”. NEVER use the same character repeated, e.g 99999999 
DO NOT use family names or pets 
DO occasionally change your password 
DO use an unexpected combination of UPPER and lower case letters interspersed with numbers 
and other characters 
NEVER lend your email ID to a third party 
NEVER divulge your password to a cold caller 
 

Location, location: Increasingly you will find that you are able to receive and send emails from almost 
anywhere. These days, with communication satellites always overhead you can even use a satellite phone 
– if you can afford it! But where are you safe and where are you potentially unsafe? 

DO NOT use an “open” or free WiFi connection unless you know what you are doing. Classic 
examples are Internet cafes; libraries; airports; restaurants. 
 

Embedded personal information: Sometimes it is difficult to keep personal information out of emails. But 
you should make it difficult for the eavesdropper. 

NEVER include all your personal data in an email. If you include your full name; address; date of 
birth; phone number; mobile number. Or - heaven help us – bank account details - you are just 
asking for trouble. 
NEVER send an email to a long list of destinees by adding all their email addresses in either the TO: 
or CARBON COPY TO: or CC: fields 
ALWAYS send an email to a long list of destinees using the BLIND COPY TO: or BCC: field 
 

Receiving emails: If you suspect that an email has come from someone whom you do not recognise, or 
from someone that you DO recognise but find them in a strange situation, just delete it. 

NEVER click on a “link” within an unsolicited email 
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